Abstract-The Graph BLAS effort to standardize a set of graph algorithms building blocks in terms of linear algebra primitives promises to deliver high performing graph algorithms and greatly impact the analysis of big data. However, there are challenges with this approach, which our data analytics miniapp miniTri exposes. In this paper, we improve upon a previously proposed taskparallel approach to linear algebra-based miniTri formulation, addressing these challenges and describing a Kokkos/Qthreads task-parallel implementation that performs as well or slightly better than the highly optimized, baseline OpenMP data-parallel implementation.
I. BACKGROUND

A. Linear Algebra Primitives for Graph Algorithms
Motivated by the success of the standardization of dense linear algebra primitives in BLAS [1] and LAPACK [2] and their impact on computational science and engineering (CS&E) applications, there have been recent efforts to produce a standard set of graph algorithm building blocks for graph analysis and related data science applications. One such effort, Graph BLAS [3] , attempts to standardize the building blocks of graph algorithms in the language of linear algebra. This effort exploits the duality between graphs and matrices, which has already been highly impactful in CS&E algorithms (e.g., data partitioning, solvers), to develop overloaded linear algebrabased operations that express fundamental graph algorithms. Previous work has shown that these overloaded linear algebra kernels can express many useful graph computations [4] , including breadth-first search, betweenness centrality, and triangle counting [5] . There are several concrete implementations related to the Graph BLAS standardization effort: Comb-BLAS [6] , D4M [7] , Graphulo [8] , and GraphMat [9] .
Important features of Graph BLAS include the conciseness of the representation and the promise of high performance. The Graph BLAS primitives use a high level of abstraction to express complicated graph algorithms in just a few overloaded linear algebra operations, which each typically represent many fine-grain operations on the graph. As for performance, if hardware vendors could leverage previous experience in developing sparse linear algebra libraries to effectively optimize a small number of generalized sparse linear algebra operations, this Graph BLAS approach would result in highly optimized graph analysis applications. This paper, which focuses on a graph analytics miniapplication miniTri that represents classes of strange, unexpected graph computations [10] , is part of this effort to express more complex analytics with Graph BLAS inspired linear algebra primitives. We believe that miniTri, described more fully in the next subsection, is an important stressor of the Graph BLAS standard, requiring flexibility and asynchronous execution of its fine grain operations (underlying its high-level abstraction) in order to achieve high performance and scalability. An efficient Graph BLAS implementation of miniTri would go a long way to validating the Graph BLAS approach.
In this paper, we focus on a specific task-parallel approach to the Graph BLAS inspired miniTri formulation. Our key contributions are:
• We discuss a task-parallel approach to miniTri and how it addresses challenges intrinsic to Graph BLAS, • We introduce the Kokkos task-parallel API and describe how to implement this linear algebra-based miniTri efficiently in a Kokkos/Qthreads task-parallel environment, and • We provide strong computational evidence that this taskparallel approach exhibits similar or better performance to a more traditional task-parallel approach.
B. miniTri: A Data Analytics Miniapp
Proxy applications or miniapps, standalone applications that represent key sets of kernels of a larger application, are important for ensuring that real applications achieve realized high performance on emerging high performance computing (HPC) architectures. In previous work, we introduced a new miniapp miniTri, developed at Sandia National Laboratories, to address the paucity of data analytics miniapps [10] . miniTri, which is a part of the Mantevo suite of miniapps [11] , differs from standard HPC data analytics miniapps/benchmarks found in SSCA-2 [12] and Graph 500 [13] in that it is not based on neighbor set expansion. The primary kernel in miniTri is triangle enumeration, which offers different challenges than traditional graph search [10] and is critical for several data science problems, including dense subgraph detection (with applications to cyber security, intelligence, and functional biology) [14] , [15] .
In a nutshell, miniTri applies several operations to an input graph in order to find an upper bound on the largest clique 978-1-5090-3525-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE in that graph. First, given an input graph, all triangles in that graph are enumerated or listed. Then, the triangle vertex degree t v (number of triangles incident on vertex v) is computed for each vertex v in the graph; and the triangle edge degree t e (number of triangles incident on edge e) is computed for each edge e in the graph. Finally, a value k is computed for each triangle t in the graph using the following formula:
The output of miniTri is a histogram that summarizes the number of triangles that corresponds to each value of k. There are several different ways to implement miniTri. In this paper, we focus on the previously developed Graph BLAS like approach that expresses miniTri concisely in terms of linear algebra primitives (for more details on this approach including a worked example see [10] ). Fig. 1 shows this basic linear algebra approach, where miniTri can be expressed in terms of three overloaded linear algebra operations and one function with linear algebra structure inputs. This linear algebra based implementation takes the adjacency matrix A and the incidence matrix B of the graph as inputs. In the first step (line 3), an overloaded sparse matrix-matrix multiplication of the adjacency and incidence matrices is used to enumerate all triangles in the graph. This step enumerates each triangle three times (C = L · B, where L is the lower triangular part of A would enumerate each triangle once), which although inefficient, makes the triangle degree calculations simpler. By construction, each triangle is represented once in C for each of its edges and vertices. Thus, the triangle vertex and edge degrees are simply the number of nonzeros in the rows and columns, respectively. The overloaded sparse matrix-dense vector multiplication operations in lines 4 and 5 count the number of nonzeros in the rows and columns, thus yielding the triangle vertex and edge degrees. In final step, we compute k for each triangle using above formula and the linear algebra data structures C, t v , and t e , and form the desired histogram. In this manner, we can write miniTri in terms of this very simple set of linear algebra operations, which can be implemented using standard linear algebra data structures with integer elements. 
Enumerate triangles 4: t v = C · 1 Calculate triangle vertex degree 5: t e = C T · 1 Calculate triangle edge degree 6: k cnts = kcount(C, t v , t e ) Compute k for triangles 7: end procedure 
C. Kokkos
Kokkos [16] is a performance portable programming model and C++ library implementation for intra-node (shared memory) parallelism on diverse manycore architectures. This programming model is based upon the following three execution abstractions and three array abstractions.
• An execution space specifies where a parallel computation is to be performed (e.g., a subset of a node's many cores or a GPU).
• A parallel computation identifies the parallel pattern [17] of its work. The common data parallel patterns are parallel for, parallel reduce, and parallel scan.
• An execution policy specifies how a parallel computation is to be scheduled (e.g., whether work is statically or dynamically partitioned among cores or hardware threads).
• A memory space specifies where array data is to be allocated (CPU main memory, GPU main memory, GPU shared memory, etc.).
• An array layout specifies the multidimensional array indexing pattern for an allocated array (e.g., whether a matrix's indexing computation is row-major or columnmajor).
• Access traits identify how references to the allocated array should be managed. For example, should memory management via reference counting be performed or not. Performance portability is achieved through an integrated mapping of parallel computations and multidimensional array to ensure architecture-appropriate memory access patterns (e.g., cached access on CPU architectures and coalesced access on GPU architectures).
In this work, we extend Kokkos's parallel patterns and execution policies to include a directed acyclic graph of tasks (task-DAG). The task-DAG is a pattern in which independent, potentially heterogeneous units of work (tasks) may execute concurrently but dependent units of work are executed sequentially in order of dependence. The task-DAG is also a policy in which potentially concurrent tasks are scheduled to execute on particular hardware threads. While not currently used by miniTri, the Kokkos task-DAG pattern/policy can schedule tasks to teams of hardware threads where each task may exercise internal data parallelism.
A unique feature of Kokkos task-DAG is the replacement of the traditional task wait functionality with task respawn functionality, which relaunches the task instead of blocking until the wait is satisfied. This feature is necessary for portability to GPUs where there is no operating system through which tasks can yield execution to other tasks. This feature is also beneficial for performance where all overhead for task context switching (e.g., saving register and stack data) can be avoided. In this work, this feature is exploited to handle the dynamic dependencies of miniTri tasks, where these dependencies are unknown when the task is initially launched.
D. Exploiting Kokkos Task Parallelism in Qthreads
While task-parallel patterns, e.g., Kokkos parallel for, spread naturally iterative algorithms across available processors, task-parallel patterns, e.g., Kokkos task-DAG, enable parallelization of algorithms with more irregular and even dynamic structure. Such algorithms abound in graph processing applications such as data analytics. Even algorithms 978-1-5090-3525-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE with more regular structure may benefit from the asynchrony enabled by task parallelism, as massive multithreading can aid latency hiding. Moreover, completely asynchronous taskparallel programs, where there are no global synchronization points between kernel boundaries, can potentially expose more parallelism than those with lock-step synchronization. In taskparallel programming, because the programmer decomposes the program based on logical tasks rather than the number of processors, a given task-parallel program can scale transparently based on input size and available processors without reimplementation. This is the fundamental feature of the taskparallel programming model: it allows programmers to express concurrency at a high level of abstraction and places the burden of scheduling parallel execution on the runtime system.
Numerous task-based languages and runtime systems have been developed, both for shared memory (e.g., Cilk [18] , Threading Building Blocks [19] , OpenMP 3 [20] ) and distributed memory (e.g., HPX [21] , Charm++ [22] , Legion [23] ). We use Qthreads [24] as a back-end runtime system to execute the Kokkos API's task-DAG pattern. Qthreads is a C-based multithreading library inspired by the Tera/Cray MTA/XMT [25] architectures. Analogous to those hardware barrel-processor machines, it is designed to provide software support for many user-level tasks in flight with fast synchronization using full-empty bits (FEBs). Qthreads schedules its user-level tasks, called qthreads, onto long-lived worker pthreads that are pinned to cores in topology-aware configurations. Several different task scheduling strategies and localitybased optimizations have been developed for Qthreads, making it an attractive choice for a performant Kokkos tasking backend. In particular, the FEB synchronization mechanism efficiently supports the dependences between Kokkos tasks and its hybrid scheduler (queue sharing among threads that share a cache and work stealing between the queues) enables both load balancing and exploitation of locality.
II. TASK-PARALLEL MINITRI OVERVIEW A. Challenges with Linear Algebra Based miniTri
The linear algebra based miniTri formulation as described in subsection I-B is appealing in that miniTri can be written in a very concise form, in terms of a few linear algebra operations. However, there are at least two challenges with this approach, especially when it comes to developing a parallel implementation.
First, there is a performance challenge with this linear algebra based approach. Modern processor architectures, with their numerous cores, require applications to be able to express sufficient parallelism in order to fully utilize these computational resources. To fully utilize these resources, load balancing of the computational work becomes extremely important. In bulk synchronous parallel models, even small discrepancies in the run time between concurrently executing threads can lead to significant idle time when summed across all the cores and poor parallel performance. Load balancing for these graph analysis applications is particularly challenging, in general, due to the irregular nature of the computations and the varied memory access times (due to poor memory locality). However, the use of bulk synchronous methods (traditionally used in these linear algebra based approaches) acerbates this problem and limits performance due to inherent synchronization bottlenecks between each of the kernel calls. Although with a multithreaded data-parallel approach, work stealing can help with the load imbalance within each kernel, without absolute perfect load balance (a virtual impossibility for complicated data science problems running on dynamic systems), cores will become imbalanced and there will be associated idle time at the end of each kernel.
The
B. Task-Parallel Linear Algebra Based miniTri
In this paper, we focus primarily on the load-imbalance challenge (described in the previous subsection) although we lay the ground work for a solution to the memory challenge as well, which we plan to address once we have run-time support for memory-constrained scheduling. Our goal is to introduce more asynchrony into this Graph BLAS inspired miniTri implementation and obtain similar performance to highly optimized data-parallel implementations. In future work, this asynchrony will be further exploited to address this memory challenge as well.
We advocate using a task-parallel approach to address these challenges as illustrated in Fig. 2 . With this task-parallel approach, the problem is typically over decomposed into many more tasks than there are computational cores on the target architecture. Each task is assigned a subset or block of the operations that make up a linear algebra kernel (e.g., operations on a block of matrix rows or operations on a 2D block of matrix nonzeros). All explicit barriers between kernels are removed (with the exception of truly blocking operations such as print functions that require global consistency of memory). These barriers are replaced by fine-grain dependences between tasks. A key feature in this approach is asynchrony, which allows tasks in subsequent kernels to make progress before all the tasks in the first kernel finishes, allowing the scheduler to decrease the idle time between kernels. Along these lines, we have implemented two task-parallel versions of the linear algebra based miniTri: one Kokkos [16] and Qthreads [24] based implementation and one HPX [21] based implementation. While the HPX implementation supports distributed memory task parallelism, the focus of this paper is on the T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T2  T3 t e = C T 1 T6  T1  T2  T4  T5  T7  T8  T3   T1   T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T3  T1  T2   T6  T1  T2  T4  T5  T7  T8 
III. TASK-PARALLEL KOKKOS/QTHREADS MINITRI IMPLEMENTATION
A. General Implementation Details
The task-based linear algebra formulation of miniTri described above was implemented using the Kokkos programming model. For the matrices in this implementation, a compressed sparse row (CSR) matrix format was used. Kokkos was used to manage the dynamic memory of the CSR matrix and the vector structures. For this task-parallel implementation, the linear algebra work was divided among the tasks using a 1D block distribution, such that each task executed a set of operations that corresponds to a block of rows (with the block size being defined by a parameter). Kokkos atomics were used to increment the shared data structures in a thread safe manner.
B. Kokkos Task-Parallel Functionality
In this miniTri implementation, task-parallel operations in the Kokkos interface are controlled through the Kokkos Task Policy data structure, which is templated upon the execution space (Qthreads for this work). In developing the miniTri taskparallel software, the four primary computational kernels (lines 3-6 in Fig. 1 ) were broken down into many tasks, where the number of tasks is typically much larger than the number of cores on the architecture. Each kernel is decomposed into tasks using the following three steps: 1) Create the tasks, 2) Set dependencies for these tasks, and 3) Launch the tasks. In order to create a task with the Kokkos interface, the following syntax is used:
where policy is the Kokkos policy, func is the functor that creates and executes a task, and f is a future object that serves as a handle to the task and the result that will be computed at some future time by the asynchronously executed task. To set dependences between tasks with Kokkos, the following syntax is used:
policy.add_dependence(f1, f2); where f1 and f2 are futures such that the task corresponding to f1 is dependent on the task corresponding to f2. Finally, in order to launch or spawn the task so that it may be scheduled for execution, the Kokkos syntax policy.spawn(f); is used, where f is the future that corresponds to a previously created task that is to be launched.
For the decomposition of the key kernels into tasks, a "fire-and-forget" paradigm is used, where each kernel returns immediately after its tasks are created, the dependencies are set, and these tasks are launched, although the corresponding tasks have most likely not finished executing. This pattern produces a truly asynchronous task-parallel data flow with few global synchronization points. Global synchronization points are only added for functions such as printing global values where consistency is needed across all the data. Such calls should be avoided when possible.
C. Dynamic Task Dependencies of miniTri
miniTri, however, has particularly complicated dependences, especially for the k-count tasks. The challenge for the k-count tasks is that with the purely asynchronous ("fire-and-forget") approach, there is no guarantee that all the dependencies of the k-count tasks are known when the k-count tasks are created. At task creation, each k-count task knows which single triangle enumeration task it depends upon. However, until the corresponding triangle enumeration task is complete, the triangles are not known and thus the k-count task does not know what triangle edge and vertex degree tasks that it depends upon. Fortunately, Kokkos provides a respawn function that facilitates a solution to this complication, using the following procedure. After the task creation, only the dependence of the k-count task on the triangle enumeration task is set. When the k-count task is scheduled for execution, the triangle enumeration task on which the k-count task depends has completed and thus the dependencies on the triangle vertex and edge degree tasks are known. At this point, the dependencies for the k-count task are reset to these triangle vertex and edge degree tasks (removing the triangle enumeration task dependency, which is no longer necessary). Then, the Kokkos respawn function is called to relaunch the task. Once the task is relaunched, the task can be rescheduled for execution after the triangle degree task dependencies are satisfied.
To illustrate this more concretely, Figs. 3a and 3b demonstrate this pattern with a very simple example. When k-count task T5 is initially spawned only the dependency on triangle enumeration task T1 is known (Fig. 3a) . When k-count task T5 executes for the first time, the triangle enumeration task T1 has aleady completed. At this point, it is known that kcount task T5 should also depend on triangle vertex degree tasks T2 and T3 and triangle edge degree T4. Thus, k-count task T5 sets these dependencies and respawns itself (Fig. 3b) . When the k-count task T5 is rescheduled for execution all of its dependencies have been met, and it can run to completion.
978-1-5090-3525-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE This fairly unobtrusive respawn technique allows these complicated, dynamically calculated dependencies to be addressed while maintaining the desired asynchronous task parallelism. 
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical experiments for the Kokkos/Qthreads task-parallel implementation of the linear algebra based miniTri and compare the results to a baseline OpenMP data-parallel implementation of the linear algebra based miniTri. These results were conducted on a 16 core workstation with 64 GB of memory (dual processor Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40 GHz). Both implementations were compiled using gcc version 4.8.3. Table I shows a summary table for the datasets analyzed for our numerical experiments. These datasets were chosen to be representative of different size data science problems that could fit into the main memory of the workstation (i.e., a relatively small number of triangles and a low ratio of the number of triangles to the number of edges). The Oregon-1 (autonomous system dataset) and the com-Youtube (social network dataset) graphs were obtained from the SNAP collection [26] . The email-Enron (Enron email network) and the ca-AstroPh (Arxiv Astro Physics collaboration network) were also part of the SNAP collection but were obtained from the University of Florida Matrix Collection [27] . Fig . 4 shows the Kokkos/Qthreads miniTri implementation execution times for the Oregon-1 graph and different block sizes (the number of rows on which each task operates) as we increase the number of threads that will be executing the tasks. The "sweet spot" seems to have tasks operate on 100 rows. A block size of 10 rows does not have enough work per task to overcome the runtime system overhead; block sizes of 1000 or more do not have enough parallelism to fully utilize the machine since there are only 11k vertices in this graph. We (Fig. 5a) . Surprisingly, there is some improvement even for one thread. Fig. 5b shows the parallel speedup for the two implementations relative to our best serial linear algebrabased implementation. Neither implementation exhibits linear scaling on this challenging dataset, with the Kokkos/Qthreads scaling slightly better than the OpenMP implementation. 6 shows a comparison of the Kokkos/Qthreads and the OpenMP implementation for the email-Enron graph. Although there is not a significant difference for one thread, the Kokko/Qthreads implementation requires less run time than the OpenMP implementation when more threads are used (Fig. 6a) . The Kokkos/Qthreads implementation scales close to linearly up to eight threads, but drops off for 16 threads (Fig. 6b) . The OpenMP implementation scales not as well for this problem across the number of threads, but is only slightly 978-1-5090-3525-0/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE slower than the Kokkos/Qthreads implementation. In Fig. 7 , we see similar trends for the ca-AstroPh and the com-Youtube graphs when comparing the Kokkos/Qthreads implementation to the OpenMP implementation. As the number of threads are increased, the run time decreases for both implementations. For both graphs, we see slightly better scalability for the OpenMP implementation than the Kokkos/Qthreads implementation (although the difference is slight for 8 and 16 threads). The raw performance for the Kokkos/Qthreads implementation is slightly better than the OpenMP implementation for both the ca-AstroPh and the comYoutube graphs. 
V. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The Graph BLAS standard, which supports the expression of graph algorithms in terms of linear algebra primitives, shows great promise for enabling the development of high performance graph analytics. However, there are performance challenges with this approach when implemented in a traditional bulk synchronous manner, as demonstrated by the miniapp miniTri, including poor load-balancing. Another challenge demonstrated by this approach to miniTri is the explosion of temporary state (storing all triangles) that occurs as a result of the high-level linear algebra constructs. A taskparallel approach outlined here and in previous work [10] is a promising solution to these Graph BLAS challenges.
In this paper, we described how to efficiently implement a fully asynchronous, task-parallel approach to a linear algebrabased miniTri, where all unnecessary global barriers between linear algebra kernel calls have been removed. This taskparallel approach was implemented using the Kokkos programming model and its interface to the Qthreads task-parallel runtime system. We presented computational evidence that this Kokkos/Qthreads task-parallel implementation performs as well (and often better than) a more traditional data-parallel OpenMP implementation. We consider this a successful outcome since OpenMP has significant compiler based optimization that is not available to our Kokkos/Qthreads implementation, which relies on the asynchrony of this approach to make performance gains. With additional improvements to task-parallel runtime systems (reduction of overheads, etc.), we expect further performance gains in the future. In future work, we plan to move to a 2D distribution of our matrices, which should give us additional performance gains (by limiting the task dependences due to triangle edge degree calculations).
The asynchrony provided by a task-parallel approach also lays the groundwork to address the memory challenge to the linear algebra based approach, the explosion of intermediate results (triangles) during the triangle enumeration stage. To address this problem, a key insight is that task parallelism can be used to reduce the memory footprint of miniTri by prioritizing the k-count tasks. By prioritizing the k-count tasks, the k-count tasks will finish (once their dependencies have been met) before all the triangle enumeration tasks have completed. Once a k-count task has completed for its set of triangles, the memory for those triangles can be freed. In order to do this, we need the runtime system to support this advanced resource management, including a sophisticated system for prioritizing these tasks. Although this runtime system support does not currently exist, there have been discussions with the Qthreads and HPX developers to add this support in the near future. In the big picture, a task-parallel approach with this resource-constrained scheduling would allow a Graph BLAS implementation of miniTri to analyze much larger problems, addressing a significant shortcoming in this linear algebra based approach. The goal is to use task-parallelism to enable additional performance and flexibility in the Graph BLAS approach and yield higher performing graph analytics.
